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Abstract—The rapid growth in IoT deployment has posed
unprecedented challenges to the underlying network design. We
envision tomorrow’s global-scale IoT systems should support
global device reach-ability, mobility, diverse communication patterns, and resource efficiency. Existing solutions either rely on
IP protocols that do not have efficient mobility support, or seek
application-layer optimizations that incur high computing and
deployment overhead. To fill this void, we propose to adopt cleanslate network architecture in the core network that decouples
locators from network addresses, and towards this end, we
propose MF-IoT, which is centered around the MobilityFirst
architecture that focuses on mobility handling.
MF-IoT enables efficient communication between devices from
different local domains, as well as communication between
devices and the infrastructure network. The MF-IoT network
layer smoothly handles mobility during communication without
interrupting the applications. This is achieved through a transparent translation mechanism at the gateway node that bridges
an IoT domain and the core network. In the core network,
we leverage MobilityFirst functionalities in providing efficient
mobility support for billions of mobile devices through long,
persistent IDs, while in the local IoT domain, we use short, local
IDs for energy efficiency. By seamlessly translating between the
two types of IDs, the gateway organically stitches these two parts
of the network.
Through large scale simulation studies, we show that MFIoT is able to achieve the four features we envisioned for an
IoT system, with performance optimizations in reducing network
traffic load, avoiding congestion, and ensuring fast and timely
packet delivery.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advent of new generation embedded devices,
including wearables, robots and drones, Internet of Things
(IoT) has received a great deal of attention in the past few
years. The applications of IoT range from individual-level
applications such as smart health care and smart homes, to
large-scale ones such as smart cities. According to [?], the
total number of connected “devices1 ” can reach 50 billion
by the year of 2020. Compared to traditional sensors, these
new devices are able to cope with more complex logic —
1 In this paper, we refer to these devices as embedded devices, sensor
devices, or IoT devices interchangeably.

sensors can carry out more local computation and actuators
can be easily controlled via the network. Additionally, many
devices now have higher mobility than before. These changes
in the IoT devices have introduced new opportunities as well
as posed new challenges to the underlying network design.
In the last few years, several solutions have been proposed
to design new IoT systems, which can be generally classified
into two categories based on the underlying network design.
Solutions in the first category (e.g., those discussed in [?],
[?]) try to support the IoT system through traditional Internet
Protocol (IP). However, IP has its intrinsic problems in dealing with device mobility since it couples a node’s identity
with its location. Also, the wide deployment of Network
Address Translation (NAT) hinders global device reach-ability
in scenarios such as sending invasion alarms to the user’s
mobile devices. To better cope with mobility and realize
global reach-ability, therefore, solutions in the second category
(e.g., those discussed in [?], [?]) try to alleviate the above
problem in the application layer. In these solutions, a variety
of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) protocols are used inside
the constrained part of the networks (that mainly consist of
resource constrained embedded devices), while the interactions
between infrastructure nodes and sensor devices are achieved
by a server (or a proxy) that runs application-layer logic.
Hence, to allow embedded nodes to initiate communication
with infrastructure nodes, these solutions either have to maintain long-lived connections between the client and the proxy,
which will likely result in scalability issues, or rely on polling,
which will likely cause traffic overhead and long latency.
To make matters worse, sensor nodes deployed by different
organizations are usually not compatible with each other, and
therefore users will end up installing multiple servers (or
server applications) to support all the sensor nodes.
In this paper, we argue that we should design a generic
and efficient network architecture to support sensor nodes and
infrastructure nodes across domains and organizations. We
present the IoT system we envision in Fig. ??. Much more
than a simple combination of WSN and core network, the
proposed network architecture should have the following critical features: 1) global reach-ability for all the embedded and
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architecture.
However, we need to address several challenges before we
can extend MobilityFirst into the IoT networks:

Core network
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Fig. 1: The envisioned IoT system architecture consists of the core
network and many local area IoT networks (referred to as IoT domains).
We illustrate three applications that motivate our study in this paper. The
green arrows illustrate the data exchange between an air conditioner and
a temperature sensor and a humidity sensor; the blue arrows illustrate the
application in which a light sensor triggers a drone in another IoT domain
to take pictures and send them to a cell phone (in core network); the
red arrows illustrate the application in which a cell phone synchronizes
multiple cameras so that they take pictures at the same time.

infrastructure nodes, in that they can be identified and located
via persistent, globally accessible, identities, 2) mobility support for seamless connection in the presence of node mobility,
3) richer communication patterns including direct device-to(multiple/any) device, device-to-(multiple/any) infrastructure,
infrastructure-to-(multiple/any) device communication without
the necessity of going through the application layer (where the
devices may belong to different local IoT domains as shown
in Fig. ??), and 4) resource efficiency which supports a large
number of embedded devices that are severely constrained
in energy, computation, storage, and/or network capacity. To
build an IoT system with these features, we believe the
main challenge lies in the network layer design, especially
in the data plane. In this paper, we focus on this particular
aspect, while adopting existing algorithms in neighbor/service
discovery and routing in the proposed system.
At the center of the proposed IoT network architecture is
MobilityFirst [?], a next-generation network that focuses on
handling device mobility in the Internet. We choose to build
our architecture on MobilityFirst because it is designed to
address the inefficiencies of IP when accommodating rapidly
increasing mobile and sensor devices in the Internet, which
shares a common set of challenges as building a new IoT
system out of these devices. In MobilityFirst, each device (or
application, or even a piece of content) has a 20-byte flat
Globally Unique IDentifier (GUID). MobilityFirst decouples
the node identity (GUID) from its location (Network Address,
NA in short). The translation from GUID to NA is performed
by a logically centralized Global Name Resolution Service
(GNRS). Different from DNS, GNRS is a network component
transparent to the applications, which means the routers rather
than the senders can perform late-binding (GNRS re-lookup)
on a delivery failure when an end host moves. This design
allows quick and local fail recovery to increase the delivery
rate, and more importantly, the applications focus only on
the GUID’s rather than the changing NAs. MobilityFirst is
well-suited to support the aforementioned features of the IoT

1) Long GUID’s: the usage of 20-byte GUID’s in IoT is
too heavy-weight, if at all possible, for layer 2 protocols
like 802.15.4 [?] (which has a mere 127-byte Maximum
Transmission Unit, MTU);
2) Costly GNRS lookup: MobilityFirst routers perform a
GNRS lookup when the destination NA is unknown or
the client is no longer at the NA specified in the packet
(due to mobility). This operation is not feasible for storageconstrained embedded nodes;
3) Link-state routing: MobilityFirst adopts link-state routing [?], similar to OSPF [?], which poses high computation
and storage burdens on embedded nodes.
To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose MFIoT, a generic network architecture that extends MobilityFirst
into the IoT world. We create a resource efficient “dialect”
of MobilityFirst to allow sensor nodes to communicate within
a local area, referred to as a local IoT/sensor domain (see
Fig. ??). Gateways are used to translate between MobilityFirst
and the dialect but this process is transparent to the applications. Unlike the application layer solutions, the dialect only
exists in the network layer. Unlike NAT either, each device
in MF-IoT has a GUID, like in MobilityFirst, and this GUID
can be used to realize global reach-ability. MF-IoT also takes
communication pattern diversity, GUID size, and computation
awareness into consideration to provide rich yet light-weight
support to IoT applications.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We identify a list of requirements for a generic IoT architecture;
• We extend the GUID-based communication into the IoT
domains to allow global reach-ability and seamless mobility
handling, while using Local Unique IDentifiers (LUID) in
local IoT domains for efficiency;
• We support a rich set of communication patterns, including
unicast, multicast and anycast between sensor nodes and
infrastructure nodes and among sensor nodes (that may or
may not belong to the same domain);
• We adopt service-based GUID assignment which facilitates
communication with a specific service provided by a node
instead of with the node itself, and easier support for
functions like caching, service mobility (anycast), etc.;
• Through large scale simulations, we show that MF-IoT can
significantly reduce the network traffic load and effectively
avoid congestion in the network, leading to packet delivery
latencies that are orders of magnitude shorter. Indeed, MFIoT can deliver packets within tens of milliseconds, while
IP-based solutions encounter severe congestion and the
resulting latencies are more than a few seconds.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: §??
summarizes the envisioned requirements of a generic IoT
network architecture and describes our main design rationales.
The design detail is presented in §?? and the architecture is

evaluated in §??. §?? discusses existing IoT network architectures, and §?? concludes the paper.
II. D ESIGN R ATIONALE
In this section, we first discuss the requirements we envision
an IoT architecture should satisfy to efficiently connect billions
of devices online and enable diverse interactions among them.
We then give a brief description of MobilityFirst and explain
why we base our design on MobilityFirst. Finally, we present
our design rationales one by one.
A. Requirements of a Generic IoT Architecture
As the number of embedded devices rapidly increases, they
pose a set of new challenges/requirements on the underling
network design.
1) Global reach-ability: One of the salient features offered
by IP is its global reach-ability – applications can reach
each other by simply specifying the destination IP address
in the packet header, without worrying about details such as
hardware type, or the application on the destination.
This feature is particularly important for scenarios like
emergency notification. In such scenarios, it is desirable that
the sensors are able to notify the predefined clients without
the need of going through a server or proxy, requiring each
client to be associated with a unique and persistent identifier.
Global reach-ability is also important for remote actuation
applications, where users may need to use their smartphones
to directly control devices such as air conditioners, rather than
going through 3rd party protocols [?].
Most of the existing IoT architectures (e.g., [?], [?]) focus
either on the communication within a local sensor network
or on the adaptation over the application layer, but we take
the viewpoint that an IoT architecture should also enable
transparent interactions between sensors and infrastructure
nodes at little overhead.
2) Mobility support: With the rapid deployment of mobile
sensors such as robots and drones, an IoT architecture should
provide seamless mobility support such that applications can
communicate with each other without worrying about the
consequence of a node’s location change or any network
change (e.g., new identity, new route to the target). At the
same time, client devices tend to move frequently — the user’s
smartphone may move to a different network while in the
middle of controlling a rice cooker, or listening to the security
alarm at home. An IoT architecture should be able to handle
mobility of different parts of the system.
3) Communication diversity: A significant departure from
traditional WSNs whose main function is data collection, the
new IoT paradigm aims to facilitate a larger variety of use
cases and a much richer set of communication patterns.
An important communication pattern in IoT is device-todevice communication; a sensor should be able to directly
communicate with an actuator rather than being connected by
a server. This communication pattern can cut down response
time, traffic volume and potential failures caused by the server,
all of which are critical to real-time IoT systems. Additionally,

direct communication between a device and multiple devices
should also be supported.
Another communication pattern needed by IoT is direct
communication between a device and infrastructure nodes. In
fact, the observe mode described in [?] follows this communication pattern — a client registers a certain event, and when
that event is detected by a device, it would send notifications
to the client directly.
Finally, anycast should be supported, delivering messages
to any node from a group.
4) Resource constraints and heterogeneity: Even though
today’s IoT devices are becoming increasingly more powerful,
their resource constraints remain a big issue. Many of the embedded devices still have very limited computation, memory,
and communication capability. Moreover, embedded devices
vary greatly in their capability. As a result, an IoT architecture
should take into consideration these factors.
B. Background on MobilityFirst
MobilityFirst [?] is proposed as a future Internet architecture
with mobility and global accessibility as core design concerns.
To achieve these features, MobilityFirst introduced several
components into the network:
1) Globally Unique IDentifier (GUID): MobilityFirst utilizes persistent GUID to name every network object. The
separation between the identifier (GUID) and the locator (network address, NA) provides support for mobility and global
accessibility. Meanwhile, GUID can be a public key derived
from the properties of the object or a human-readable name,
hence it allows the objects to be self-certifiable.
2) Global Name Resolution Service (GNRS): GNRS is a
logically centralized service that maintains the mapping from
the GUID of an object to its current NA(s). MobilityFirst
routers can perform late binding — querying the GNRS
whenever a destination NA could not be resolved in the local
scope. This is a network-layer solution which is different from
DNS, and it provides better support for mobility since the
network has the potential to recover a delivery failure locally.
Works in [?], [?] proposed distributed solutions for GNRS
implementation which can have scalability and acceptable
lookup performance in the core network.
3) Routing: MobilityFirst routes packets based on the
NA(s). Work in [?] proposed a basic routing solution in MobilityFirst similar to Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). In this solution, each router maintains the global topology and calculates
the shortest path to the destination in a distributed manner.
4) Service ID: To support multiple network services such
as unicast, multicast, and in-network computing, service ID is
included in the packet header so that each router is capable of
making decision based on its policy.
Based on the aforementioned components, MobilityFirst has
the potential to be a network architecture for IoT. However,
some challenges remain for the deployment in IoT systems
in which many resource-constraint devices might exist. First
of all, MobilityFirst uses a 20-byte flat GUID. If the network operator tries to run the low-rate network (e.g., IEEE

802.15.4), it will be inefficient in data transmission. Secondly,
GNRS operations remains unrealistic for the low-end devices
since they may not have direct link to the GNRS server, nor
does it have enough storage to support store and forward in
late binding. Routing scheme also needs to be optimized to
preserve energy consumption if we want to use MobilityFirst
in IoT. Therefore, in this work, we propose MF-IoT, a generic
network architecture that extends MobilityFirst into the IoT
world, providing rich (yet light-weight) support for different
applications and communication patterns.
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Fig. 2: MF-IoT architecture overview.

C. MF-IoT Design Rationales
Based on the requirements, we propose MF-IoT, an architecture that extends MobilityFirst to allow seamless communication among IoT nodes and between IoT and infrastructure
nodes. We build our architecture over MobilityFirst because
of its inherent support for reach-ability (via 20-byte persistent
GUID) and mobility (via late-binding in the network layer [?]).
Accordingly, we create a much lighter-weight protocol embedded devices can use within a local IoT domain to meet
their resource constraints. In order to achieve global reachability, we use network-layer translators (gateways) to provide
transparent translation between the light-weight protocol and
MobilityFirst.
1) GUID vs. LUID: The 20-byte GUID is a key feature in
MobilityFirst to provide mobility support. Each device would
have a persistent and unique GUID no matter when and where
it moves. It is also important for MF-IoT to keep this feature
in achieving global reach-ability and mobility handling.
However, always carrying the 20-byte GUID’s (40 bytes
for a source-destination pair) in the packet header may not
be always feasible over a low-rate layer-2 protocol such as
802.15.4. To solve this issue, we first introduce a lighterweight packet header (total length of 10 bytes, see §??)) and a
2-byte locally unique ID (LUID in short). In this way, we map
a device’s 20-byte GUID to its 2-byte LUID when we reach
the local area IoT domain. To cope with collisions that may
occur in this mapping process, we let each domain have its
own GUID to LUID mapping which is managed by a gateway
deployed at the edge of the domain.
Different from NAT and other existing domain-based solutions, MF-IoT does not change the identity the application
uses. The applications, either on constrained IoT devices or
on the infrastructure nodes, still use the 20-byte GUID to
identify each other, while the network performs translation
which is transparent to these applications (see §?? for detailed
explanation). An IoT node carries its GUID no matter where it
moves, even when it is relocated to another local IoT domain
and is assigned with a new LUID. This ensures the global
reach-ability and mobility handling yet still considers resource
constraints of embedded devices.
2) Service-based GUID: In MobilityFirst, a GUID can be
used to identify a network node, an application, or even a
piece of content. In MF-IoT, we associate a GUID with a
specific service, hence service-based GUID’s. Here, service
has a finer granularity than a network node since in IoT, a

node often carries multiple services — e.g. a robot might carry
a light sensor, a temperature sensor and several actuators, each
of which provides a service. Its granularity is similar to that
of a “port” in the TCP/UDP definition – each application can
have its GUID(’s) that are exposed to the network and other
applications. In MF-IoT, we name each individual service
instead of the node GUID + port approach like in TCP/UDP.
With service-based GUID’s, applications on an IoT node
can simply listen to one or more GUID’s for different services, e.g. sensor data reporting, actuation, caching, etc. With
this approach, we can easily support transparent and energy
efficient service migration, without affecting the functionality
of the services (see §?? for detail).
MF-IoT also treats message forwarding and gateway as
services, allowing simpler topology management and logic
separation in IoT especially when multiple services co-locate
on a single IoT node (see §??).
3) GUID-centric communication diversity: MF-IoT is well
suited to support direct device-to-device communication, no
matter if these two devices are in the same domain or not.
The applications on the devices can identify each other with
corresponding service GUID’s while the underlying network
takes care of the translation between GUID and LUID. IoT
applications can also reach infrastructure nodes easily, through
their GUID’s.
MF-IoT does not distinguish unicast and multicast services.
Whenever there are multiple services listening for the same
GUID, the network would forward a message to all of these
services. However, MF-IoT distinguishes to-all services from
to-any services (anycast). This is achieved by a “Service ID”
(SID) field in the packet header similar to MobilityFirst.
III. MF-I OT A RCHITECTURE D ESIGN
In this section, we describe the detailed design of MF-IoT.
We first present the components in MF-IoT, the data packet
format, and then explain how the components work together
to provide the features discussed in §??.
A. Components in MF-IoT
MF-IoT consists of the following components (Fig. ??):
1) IoT/Sensor domain: We refer to a local area IoT/sensor
network as an IoT/sensor domain. A large portion of the
nodes in the IoT domain are resource-constrained, where
energy-efficient link and physical protocols such as 802.15.4
or Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) are primarily used.

TABLE I: MF-IoT packet format (4 octets per row).
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
VER

PKT_TYP SVC_TYP
SRC_LUID
NONCE

PROT

TTL

Algorithm 1 Send function implementation in MF-IoT
1:

PKT_LENGTH
DST_LUID

PAYLOAD

2) MobilityFirst domain: MobilityFirst domain refers to the
infrastructure network consisting of MobilityFirst routers.
3) Gateway: A gateway (e.g., GW1 and GW2 in Fig. ??)
serves as the bridge between local IoT domains and the
MobilityFirst domain, translating between MF-IoT packets and
MobilityFirst packets for each local domain. In order to be
compatible with both ends, multiple physical interfaces should
be adopted by a gateway node.
4) Network nodes: In our MF-IoT architecture, network
nodes can be categorized in three classes: constrained nodes
within an IoT domain, resource-rich nodes within an IoT
domain, and infrastructure nodes. Note that a resource-rich
node within an IoT domain usually has rich computing and
storage resources (e.g., camera), but the network interface is
compatible with that of a resource-constrained node.
5) Service: We treat any resource that might be of interest
to users (such as a sensor or an actuator) as a service which
is the unit of GUID assignment.
To provide basic network functions while separating them
from the application logic, we treat forwarding and gateway
also as services (namely, forwarding service and gateway
service). They provide functions like neighbor discovery, routing, packet forwarding and translation between MF-IoT and
MobilityFirst packets.
Application services refer to IoT resources such as sensing
and actuating. While multiple such services can be provided
by a single IoT node (or even within a single application for
embedded devices), a single service can also be supported
among multiple sensor nodes (details in §??).
B. Packet Format
In MF-IoT, we use fixed-length headers instead of TypeLength-Value (TLV), so that less space and computing is
needed. As shown in Table ??, we define the following fields:
VER: the version number of MF-IoT packets;
PKT TYP: type of a packet, can be data, control, etc.;
SVC TYP: the network service type, e.g., multicast, anycast;
PROT: the upper layer (e.g., transport layer or application
layer) protocols, which helps map the upper layer to the
corresponding logic;
TTL: time-to-live, used to prevent routing loops;
PKT LENGTH: length of a packet, can allow packet size up
to 4kB (212 bytes);
SRC LUID & DST LUID: source and destination;
NONCE: a random number generated by the sender. In MFIoT multicast, the link layer of the branching node broadcasts the packet instead of unicasting to every next hop.
The previous hop will receive the same packet, and drop it
if packet with same nonce is seen before.

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

procedure S END(G, d)
parameters:
G: destination GUID
d: data to be sent
tmp ← ti [G]
. Lookup local translation cache
if tmp = ∅ then
. Initiating communication
L ← R EQUEST(G, ∅)
else if tmp.State = Stale then
. After move
L ← R EQUEST(GL, tmp.LU ID)
else
. Continue communication
L ← tmp.LU ID
end if
. Forward MF-IoT packet based on routing
F ORWARD(Li , L, d)
end procedure

C. Transparent GUID/LUID Translation
To enable global reach-ability, MF-IoT uses gateways as
the bridge between the MF-IoT and MobilityFirst domains.
It maintains the mapping between GUID and LUID via a
translation table. The translation table contains 3 columns
(as shown in Table ??) — the GUID, its LUID in the local
domain and the mapping type. The mapping type can be Local,
meaning the GUID is in this local domain, Remote, meaning
the GUID is outside of the local domain, or Local+Remote,
which is usually a multicast GUID and means that there
receivers are both inside and outside the domain (see §??).
The LUID in the local domain can be recycled based on Least
Recent Used (LRU) or Time To Live (TTL) policies. This
ensures the uniqueness of LUID in a local domain during a
period of time even with a 2-byte length (which allows 65,536
concurrent GUID mappings).
When an embedded device joins a domain, it registers its
GUID’s (each service has a GUID) at the gateway. The gateway would give each GUID a LUID and mark them as Local.
When an application tries to send a message to a certain
GUID (G), it would call the send function provided by the
host node’s forwarding service (see Algorithm ??). Note that
in this process, the LUID is transparent to the application.
The forwarding service requests G’s LUID from the gateway
(lines ??–??), and the gateway looks up G in its translation
table. If there is already a mapping, the gateway simply replies
with the LUID; otherwise it creates an entry {GUID=G,
LUID =L, Type=Remote} in the translation table, where L
is randomly generated (different algorithms could be adopted
here, which is orthogonal to this study). Note that in this stage,
the gateway does not have to perform a GNRS lookup and
it can respond to the request immediately. After getting G’s
LUID, L, the forwarding service checks its own routing and
neighbor table to forward the packet using L as the destination
LUID.
The forwarding service can also have a local translation
cache (ti in Algorithm ??) for frequently communicated
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Fig. 3: Illustrations for global reach-ability (blue lines: MobilityFirst
traffic, green lines: MF-IoT traffic).
TABLE II: Translation table on GW1 in Fig. ??.
GUID
Gn1
Gn2
Gn3
Gn4
...

LUID
Ln1
Ln2
Ln3
Ln4
...

Type
Local
Local
Remote
Remote
...

parties. Before requesting G’s LUID from the gateway, the
forwarding service can first check its own cache (lines ??
and ??). The cache could have stale information when a node
moves to a new domain, but we try to keep the original
LUID information to reduce changes in the routing tables.
Therefore, when requesting the LUID of a stale entry in the
cache, the forwarding service would carry the original LUID
as its preference (lines ??–??). If there is no collision, the
gateway would register this original LUID in its translation
table.
Upon arrival of a MF-IoT packet, a gateway looks up its
translation table and obtain the GUID’s for both source and
destination forward the packet using MobilityFirst logic. At
this point, it might need to look up GNRS for the destination
node’s NA if it is unknown. On the other hand, when the
gateway receives a MobilityFirst packet whose destination
GUID (Gd ) is in its domain (the translation table has a
matching entry whose type is Local), the gateway would create
a LUID (Ls ) for the source GUID (Gs ) and mark the type as
Remote if the source is not in the translation table, and then
send a MF-IoT packet consisting of Ls and Ld . This entry is
created such that the destination device can send a message
to the sender.
In MF-IoT, the gateway does not differentiate if a MobilityFirst packet is coming from an infrastructure node or
an embedded node in another domain. This feature enables
global reach-ability and seamless mobility handling. Below
we explain how these two objectives are achieved.
1) Global reach-ability: Fig. ?? depicts three scenarios
where an embedded node n1 wants to send a message to a
node in the same domain (n2 ), an infrastructure node (n3 ),
and an embedded node in another domain (n4 ), respectively.
To simplify the description, we assume that each node has
only one forwarding service and one application service,
represented by a box. In Fig. ??, MF-IoT traffic is represented
by green lines and MobilityFirst traffic is represented by blue
lines. Note that we use dotted lines here to denote that the
traffic is not direct traffic between the two nodes, but there

(a) To initiate the communication with n2 , n3 , and n4 , n1 ’s
forwarding service needs to first get their LUID from the
gateway. For n2 , GW1 can respond directly since it has
a Local entry in the translation table. For the other two,
GW1 creates new entries and mark them as Remote. Here,
GW1 ’s translation table is shown in Table ??.
(b) The routing algorithm in the local IoT domain forwards
the packet based on the destination LUID. Since n2 is
in the same domain, the local routing algorithm would
forward the packet to n2 eventually.
(c) If the destination LUID (Ln3 or Ln4 ) is not in the same
domain, the local routing algorithm forwards the packet to
GW1 , which translates the packet to MobilityFirst packets
{Gn1 → Gn3 } or {Gn1 → Gn4 }.
(d) Now GW1 sends the packets with traditional MobilityFirst
logic. In MobilityFirst, the first step is a GNRS lookup
for the NA of the destination. If the destination is an
embedded node in another domain (n4 ), GNRS would
reply with the NA of the corresponding gateway (GW2 ).
For an infrastructure node (n3 ), GNRS would respond
directly with its NA (not shown in the figure).
(e) After getting the NA, the packet will be forwarded in the
MobilityFirst network and eventually reach n3 or GW2 .
Note that thanks to late-binding technique in MobilityFirst,
the packet would reach the destination even if n3 or GW2
has moved and has a new NA. This provides seamless
mobility support when an infrastructure node or an entire
local IoT domain moves.
(f) When GW2 receives the packet destined to Gn4 , it checks
the translation table and finds that n4 belongs to the local
domain. It then creates a LUID mapping for Gn1 (L0n1 )
and forwards an MF-IoT packet {L0n1 → Ln4 }. Note that
the LUID of Gn1 in this domain does not have to be the
same as Ln1 given by GW1 . However, this new LUID
does not affect the communication between n1 and n4
since they are communicating with the GUID while LUID
is kept transparent from them.
2) Handling node mobility: Next, we show how MF-IoT
handles the situation when embedded nodes move from one
domain to another. There are two cases we need to consider,
the first involving one of the communication parties moving to
a different domain (e.g., n2 moves to GW2 ), and the second
involving one of the communication parties moving into the
same domain (n4 moves to GW1 ). In both cases, the node
that does not move (n1 ) will not observe any change in the
communication.
In the first case, let us consider the following situation: when
n1 sends a message to n2 , n2 has moved from GW1 to GW2 .
We assume that n1 already initiated the communication before
n2 moved, and therefore it already has Gn2 toLn2 mapping
in its local cache. When the packet ({Ln1 → Ln2 }) reaches
GW1 , either via proactive routing (which detects the node
departure and updates the routing) or reactive routing (which
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Fig. 4: Service migration. When the original temperature sensor fails,
the service is migrated to a back up sensor without interrupting the
application because of service-based GUID assignment.

cannot find n2 during message forwarding and then redirects
the packet to GW1 ), GW1 contains a Remote entry for n2 and
it will forward the packet similar to the steps (??, ??) in the
previous example. Note that during this process, n2 ’s LUID
has changed, but the application uses only its GUID and is
unaware of this change. If GW1 ’s translation table has not been
updated when n1 ’s packet arrives, GW1 can store the message
and forward it later when n2 reconnects from the new domain.
In the second case, let us consider the following situation:
when n1 sends a message to n4 , n4 has moved from a different
domain to GW1 and has registered with GW1 . In this case,
GW1 has assigned a LUID to n4 , Ln4 . When n1 sends a
packet {Ln1 → Ln4 }, it would reach n4 without going to
GW1 , without n1 ’s active involvement.
Having considered infrastructure node mobility, IoT domain
(as a whole) mobility (described in the previous example), and
embedded node mobility, we believe that MF-IoT can provide
seamless mobility support for an IoT system.
D. Service-based GUID
With the wide deployment of IoT devices where each device
can have more than one sensor services (e.g., a robot may have
a temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, and several actuators),
there is a need to communicate with a specific sensor service
rather than lumping all the sensor services together. Thus,
MF-IoT gives each of these services a GUID, which enables
seamless service migration and service caching. Such features
would be particularly useful in extreme cases like disaster
management. Below, we will discuss 2 typical use cases to
illustrate the benefits of service-based GUID’s compared to
the traditional ID (IP) + port solution.
1) Service migration: In this case, we have an embedded
node n1 which has a temperature sensor (T ) and a smoke
sensor (S), and a backup node n2 with a temperature sensor
that is not in use in the beginning of the example (see Fig. ??).
In this example, an infrastructure node n3 queries T from time
to time to get the current temperature. When the temperature
sensor on n1 fails, n2 will serve the same functionality. In the
traditional IP + port solution, the new T would have n2 ’s IP
address with a specific port and accordingly, GW and/or n3
would need to know the change. Note here that it is often not
feasible to migrate the whole node and let the new node (n2 )
use the original node’s (n1 ’s) IP address because n2 only provides a subset of services that n1 supports. Thus, the traditional
solution is inconvenient for users and application designers.
In MF-IoT, we can have the temperature sensor on n2 take
over the service T by inheriting T ’s GUID GT and LUID LT .
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Fig. 5: Service caching during power outage.

In this way, the routing algorithm would find T ’s new location
without any extra overhead from n3 and GW .
2) Service caching: There are also cases that the more
powerful devices can help lower-end devices cache the sensor
readings, or low-end devices collaborate and cache for each
other to save energy, which we refer to as service caching in
MF-IoT. The caching node will listen for the specific service
GUID and the source sensor can update the caching node with
the same GUID.
Fig. ?? shows a local IoT domain containing 3 services (a
humidity sensor service H from node n1 , a temperature sensor
service T from node n2 , and a light sensor service L from
node n3 ). During normal operations (Fig. ??), each of three
nodes has its own power source and can serve data requests
from other parts of the system (e.g., an infrastructure node n4 ).
When power outage happens (Fig. ??), to extend the lifetime
of the entire domain, they can elect a representative (n1 in the
example) and cache the latest readings from all three sensor
services on n1 . n2 and n3 can then go to the sleep mode and
wake up periodically to get the sensor reading and update the
cache. In Fig. ??, n2 is updating the cache and n3 is in the
sleep mode. Since n1 ’s cache is listening for the LUID for T
and L, the corresponding requests would be forwarded to n1
and the caching service can respond with the cached value.
When the battery on n1 drops lower than a threshold, n1 may
also offload the caching service to other nodes (e.g., n3 ) and
go to the sleep mode. Of course, the caching service can also
be placed on the gateway (GW ).
E. Forwarding Service and Gateway Service
MF-IoT treats the basic network functionalities within an
IoT domain, such as forwarding and gateway, as services. This
leads to easier topology management and better separation
between application functions and network functions.

MobilityFirst

n1
n4
GW
n3
n2

Fig. 6: Virtual topology with forwarding as a service (virtual topology
marked in blue).
TABLE III: Neighbor table on n4F .
Neighbor
Ln1F
Ln2F
Ln3F
Ln4S1

Identity
MAC(n1 )
MAC(n2 )
MAC(n3 )
PID(n4S1)

TABLE IV: FIB on n4F .
Destination
Ln3S2
Ln4S1
LM F 1
...

Next Hop
Ln3F
Ln4S1
Ln1F
...

Fig. ?? illustrates a local IoT domain with 4 nodes (n1 –n4 ),
each of which has some or no services, and a gateway (GW ).
Unlike the traditional solutions in which the services have
to take care of neighbor discovery and routing, in MF-IoT,
each node’s forwarding service collectively performs these
tasks. To send a packet, an application simply sends the data
to its forwarding service and the network functions reside
only in forwarding services. This clear separation would help
developers focus on a specific part of the system.
When the embedded nodes move, this design can also help
simplify topology management. For example, when n4 moves
away from n1 and they cannot reach each other, this solution
only has one link change (between forwarding service of n1
and n4 ) while the tradition solution would have 3 link changes.
On the gateway, we also separate the forwarding service
(that relays packets for IoT nodes) from the gateway service
(that translates between MF-IoT packets and MobilityFirst
packets). Therefore, only the packet that will be forwarded out
will go through the gateway service. This reduces the response
time and energy consumption on the gateway and leads to
simpler modification of routing algorithms on a gateway node.
Similar to popular WSN designs, MF-IoT separates the
neighbor discovery from routing. The forwarding service on
the embedded nodes maintains two basic data structures — a
neighbor table (see Table ??) and a FIB (see Table ??). We
denote the forwarding service on node ni as niF and the application service on node ni as niSj in the tables. The neighbor
table maintains the direct neighbors in the virtual topology.
In the example, the forwarding service on n4 has 3 neighbor
forwarding services with LUID Ln1F − Ln3F (the first 3 rows
in the table). Since the application service on n4 (Ln4S1 )
is also a neighbor to the forwarding service, we require the
neighbor table on n4 to maintain an extra entry that maps
Ln4S1 to the Process/Thread ID (PID) of the service (the last
row). The FIB maintains the next hop(s) for each active LUID.
To forward a message, the forwarding service would first get
the next hop(s) for the destination LUID according to the FIB,
and then forward the packet either through wireless media or
through Inter-Process Communication (IPC) according to the
neighbor table. According to Tables ?? and ??, if the destina-

tion of the packet is a service on n3 (Ln3S2 ) the forwarding
service on n4 would forward it to the forwarding service on
n3 (1st row in FIB) through layer 2 with MAC(n3) (3rd row
in neighbor table). If the destination is the service on its own
device, the forwarding service would know n4S1 is a direct
neighbor (2nd row in FIB) and forward it though IPC (4th
row in neighbor table). If the destination is a node not in the
domain (e.g., M F 1), the FIB would have an entry pointing towards the gateway (to n1F , 3rd row in FIB) and it will be forwarded to the MAC address of n1 (first row in neighbor table).
Here, the forwarding service takes care of neighbor discovery and forwarding. The update of the FIB is performed by
the routing module (§??). An extra T T L field can be added to
the table to allow soft-state neighbor and routing management.
With the forwarding and application services separated, one
can better focus on either component without interfering with
the other.
F. Additional Communication Patterns
As described in §??, MF-IoT can support direct device to
device communication (both intra- and inter-domain) and the
communication between devices and infrastructure nodes. In
this subsection, we describe additional communication patterns
that are supported in MF-IoT.
1) Multicast: Since we use service-based GUID’s which
are independent of any specific node, everyone in the same
local IoT domain can listen to the same service GUID.
Therefore, multicast can be supported naturally in MF-IoT
and we further lump unicast and multicast together and refer
to them as a to-all service. The forwarding service on the
branching point would have more than one entry in the FIB for
a GUID if there are more than one receiver. It then replicates
the packet and sends a copy to each next hop (either it is on
another node or an application in the same node). MF-IoT
also takes advantage of the broadcast media all the wireless
nodes are using. When the number of next hop nodes is larger
than a threshold, a node can broadcast the packet instead of
replicating and sending the packet multiple times. The next
hop nodes will look up their FIB and discard the packet if no
matching entry is found.
2) Anycast: In addition to unicast and multicast, MF-IoT
also supports anycast. The listeners in anycast work in the
same way as in multicast — they would listen to the same
GUID and a tree would be formed by the routing protocol
either proactively (e.g., OSPF-like) or reactively (e.g., AODVlike). When sending an anycast packet, the sender would
place a different SVC_TYP value in the packet header and
the intermediate nodes would only forward it to one of the
next hop nodes based on its policy (e.g., shortest path, to a
node with highest energy level, etc.).
3) “Observe” mode: According to [?], the observe mode
is important for WSN and IoT applications. In this mode, the
observer registers a specific event at a sensor and when the
event is detected, the sensor notifies the observer. Usually one
registration in the observe mode can get multiple notifications
from a single sensor.
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Fig. 7: Intra-domain simulation setup.

The observe mode can also be supported in MF-IoT, and
furthermore, we can provide additional mobility handling and
multicast support. The observers (either in the same local IoT
domain, in the core network or even in different local IoT
domains) can listen to the same specific GUID. When an event
is triggered, the subject can send the notification to all the
receivers through multicast. With the mobility support and an
inherent push model, we allow the notifications to be sent in
a timely and efficient manner.
G. Routing
MF-IoT does not restrict the routing in the network. The
application designers can feel free to use any existing routing
mechanism or design their own according to the communication pattern they envision. Here, we suggest several mechanisms that we have in mind:
RPL [?] is widely used in the existing IoT systems for home
and building automation [?]. The solution builds a tree among
the nodes and usually the gateway is seen as the root. It can
provide easier management with lower memory and energy
consumption thanks to the tree topology. For applications
which mostly depend on sensor to gateway and sensor to
infrastructure communication, the solution has its benefits
since all the traffic has to go through the gateway. MF-IoT can
also adopt such kind of routing — RPL algorithm can run as
a separate module and modify the FIB of on the forwarding
engines. The data plane does not need to be modified.
AODV [?] is used by Zigbee [?] as the default routing. It
provides on-demand distance vector routing to accelerate the
direct sensor-to-sensor communication (they do not need to
go to the root of the tree as RPL). However, to find a path
on demand, a request has to be flooded in the whole network
which made the solution less efficient when the network is
large. AODV also can be used in MF-IoT in small domains
for direct communication.
With the advent of Software Defined Networking (SDN),
the concept of a central controller eases the traffic engineering
and policy enforcement in the network. At the same time,
it allows the forwarding engines to be simpler and more
efficient. This concept can also be used in IoT world since
the gateway usually has more resources, no power constraints
and possibly larger radio coverage. The sensors can report the
link changes to the gateway and after calculation, the gateway
will send the forwarding rules back to the sensor nodes either
proactively or on demand. This solution can reduce the amount
of flooding in AODV, and support efficient sensor-to-sensor

communication compared to RPL. It also has the flexibility
to support communication based on policies and resource
constraints on the sensors. At the same time, the sensors do
not have to calculate the routing and it can save energy in
resource constraint nodes. We will use this kind of routing as
the default routing for MF-IoT in the evaluation.
IV. E VALUATION
To evaluate the performance of MF-IoT, we modified our
event-driven simulator that was used in [?], [?], to represent
typical IoT usecases. In the evaluation, we compare MF-IoT
with IP and another state-of-the-art IoT architecture that is
based upon a clean-slate Named Data Network (NDN, see
§??) architecture. We will show that compared to IP and NDN,
MobilityFirst provides a better support for IoT.
Specifically, We consider three scenarios in the evaluation:
intra-IoT domain communication, IoT device mobility, and
communication between IoT devices and infrastructure nodes.
A. Intra-IoT Domain Device-to-Device Communication
1) Simulation setup: We first report the performance of
MF-IoT within a local IoT domain. We simulate a domain that
has 400 sensor nodes, forming a 20×20 grid, and a gateway
(or proxy in the IP case). Each sensor node can communicate
with 8 direct neighbors through 802.15.4, with bandwidth of
250kbps. To perform stress tests, we first generate 30,000
communication groups each containing a sender and 1–50
receivers (therefore the traffic containing both unicast and
multicast traffic). The number of receivers per group follows
a Zipf distribution with α=0.35. As a result, each node in the
network belongs to 117–198 such kind of groups (see Fig. ??).
We also generate a set of messages for each group. The number
of messages per group also follows a Zipf distribution but
with α=0.81 [?]. The trace then has 138,662 messages and
1,208,203 receive events. The size of the messages varies
between 1 and 100 bytes, and follows a normal distribution
with E=50. The arrival of the messages follows a Poisson
distribution with a mean inter-arrival time of 1/160 seconds.
We compare the following three networking solutions:
IP: We use UDP over 6Lowpan [?] to represent the state
of the art IP-based IoT solutions. According to [?], we use
RPL [?] as the routing mechanism. To send a message to
multiple receivers, the sender would send multiple unicast
messages. If a message cannot fit into a 802.15.4 MTU (127
bytes), it needs to be segmented and re-assembled later.
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NDN: NDN [?] uses a query/response model and therefore
the receivers of a group have to poll the sender for updates in
the group. We choose a polling period of 2 seconds to get a
1-second average latency, which might be acceptable for many
event notification cases but still large for emergent real-time
cases. To reduce the average latency, NDN has to poll more
frequently and the network traffic would increase rapidly. This
is an inevitable trade off in NDN. Unlike IP, it can form a
temporal multicast tree if the requests have temporal locality.
We place a 10kB Content Store on each sensor node. NDN
packet uses TLV format as described in [?] and we do not
place signature and signed info in the Data packet to make
them feasible to be transmitted in 802.15.4. Similar to IP, if
an NDN packet cannot fit into a MAC packet, segmentation
and reassembling would happen on the end hosts.
MF-IoT: We consider two variations of MF-IoT in the
evaluation — MF-IoT w/o multicast (MF-IoT-U) and full
fledged MF-IoT. In MF-IoT-U case, we only use unicast
feature in the network and to send a message to multiple
receivers, the sender has to send multiple unicasts. We use
centralized routing described in §?? in both variations.
We use the end-to-end latency as well as the aggregate
network traffic transmitted by all the nodes as the performance
metrics of our evaluation.
2) Simulation Results: To show each solution’s performance trend, we use different grid sizes ranging from 2×2
to 20×20, and plot the number of groups and receive events
for each grid size in Fig. ?? and Fig. ??. The performance
results are reported in Fig. ??.
From Fig. ??, we observe that with larger grids, the average
latency for each solution becomes larger since the senderreceiver pairs are farther apart. Among the four solutions,
MF-IoT outperforms the other three. Specifically, MF-IoT-U
caused minor congestion in the 20×20 grid and the average
latency grows by around 15ms. However, the average latency
in the IP solution grows even faster since the traffic has to
go through the proxy. When the grid size reaches 13×13, the
traffic load reaches the capacity limit on the gateway, causing
congestion. The average latency goes up to 18.32 seconds
eventually. Here, we assume the proxy has an infinite queue so
that IP would not drop packets. NDN does not cause serious
congestion in the network thanks to its intrinsic flow balance
design. However, due to the polling frequency, the average
latency remains around 1 second, and when the network grows
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Fig. 8: Simulation results for intra-IoT domain device-to-device communication.
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Fig. 9: The observed receiving latency at different simulation times when
an embedded node communicates with an infrastructure node (I). I
moved to to a different network address at time 12.2s.

larger, the average latency goes up by around 100ms partially
caused by some minor congestion.
Fig. ?? shows the aggregate network traffic generated by
each solution. We observe that MF-IoT and MF-IoT-U generate much less traffic compared to IP and the difference
becomes more pronounced when the network size becomes
larger. Finally, NDN causes a lot of wasteful traffic due to the
polling mechanism.
To summarize, MF-IoT has achieved lower traffic overhead
and average latency compared to other solutions. As a result,
we believe that IoT systems that adopt MF-IoT will accomadate higher traffic load and larger network size than the other
start-of-the-art solutions.
B. Communication between IoT and Infrastructure Domains
Next, we demonstrate that MF-IoT supports efficient communication between an embedded device and infrastructure,
even when the infrastructure node is mobile. We consider the
use case that involves a sensor node n trying to send data
to an infrastructure node I once every 100ms. We report the
latencies observed at I at different times in Fig. ??.
In the start phase of the simulation run, marked as “Initialization”, n first requests I’s LUID from the gateway, and
sends the packet to the gateway. The gateway then conducts a
remote GNRS lookup to find the network address for I. The
overall latency for this initialization phase is around 550ms.
To deal with node mobility, each GNRS entry cached on
the MobilityFirst router would expire after some time. Here,
we set the expiration time as 5 seconds. We thus observe the
reciever-side latency has spikes each time the cached GUIDto-NA mapping expires and the gateway has to perform remote
GNRS lookups (marked as “GNRS lookups”).
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when an embedded node communicates with another embedded node.
The receiver moved to to a different IoT domain at time 7s, and moved
to a third domain at time 15s.

In the simulation setup, I moves to a different network at
12.2 second and the gateway is not aware of this. Therefore,
the gateway would send the packet to the first-hop router
towards I’s original NA (denoted as R) where R performs
late-binding. We assume that the movement happens instantly
and R can obtain I’s new N A through another GNRS lookup.
With this additional remote GNRS lookup, the average latency
at these times (marked as “Late binding”) also increases.
Finally, we note that this entire process is transparent to the
sensor node n.
C. Inter-IoT Domain Device-to-Device Communication
Finally, we demonstrate that MF-IoT can efficiently support
communication between two embedded devices, even when
one of them moves to a different domain. Specifically, we
consider two embedded nodes n1 and n2 , and n1 sends a
packet to n2 every 100 ms. The receiver node n2 is within
the same local IoT domain as n1 , and it moves to another IoT
domain at 7s, and to a third IoT domain at 15s. We plot the
latency observed at n2 at different times in Fig. ??.
In the beginning of the simulation (marked as “Initialization”), n1 requests n2 ’s LUID from the gateway, and its
latency is rather low since they are in the same domain.
n2 moves to another domain at time 7. Here, n1 still sends
the MF-IoT packet with n2 ’s original LUID, but the packet
will be forwarded to the gateway as n2 has left the domain.
The gateway then performs a remote GNRS lookup for the NA
of n2 ’s new gateway (marked as “Gateway binding”). From
this point on, the gateway has to perform a GNRS lookup every
5 seconds as cached GNRS entries expire every 5 seconds. As
a result, the latency increases around here.
When n2 moves to a third domain at time 15, the gateway
in the second domain would perform a late binding (like in
the case of the infrastructure node movement), and the first
gateway obtains the NA for n2 ’s latest gateway at time 17
(with a spike in the latency numbers).
This process is entirely transparent to both nodes. Finally,
we note that in the two mobility usecases we have considered,
it is the receiver that has moved during the communication.
MobilityFirst-IoT also works seamlessly if the sender moves
to a different domain, wherein the sender simply needs to
register the reciever with its new gateway (see §??).

A. State of the Art IoT Architectures
Existing work on IoT systems can be broadly classified into
two categories: network adaptation for constrained devices
and application-layer approaches for resource accessibility
and manageability. Network adaptation solutions like 6LoWPAN [?] and ZigBee IP [?] compress the packet header to
allow IPv6 (with MTU ≥ 1280 bytes) to operate on resourcelimited networks like IEEE 802.15.4 (with only 127-byte
MTU). However, the tight coupling between identifier and
locator in IP makes it difficult for these solutions to provide
efficient mobility support.
To deal with resource mobility, studies in the second category seek solution in the application layer. Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [?] proposes a specialized web transfer
protocol to cope with constrained nodes and networks. It provides a query/response interaction model between endpoints,
where resources could be accessed via URIs. State of the art
IoT platforms such as IoTivity [?] usually involve generic
interfaces to accommodate different lower layer protocols and
a centralized server to facilitate efficient resource retrieval. The
downside of these overlay approaches is that they usually rely
on a server, which is an additional deployment overhead. Also,
they are not well suited to support event notification or pushing
type of communication pattern.
As a result, we believe that in order to support nextgeneration IoT systems, we need to consider a network architecture that can naturally support IoT’s inherent demands,
one that is fundamentally different from IP.
B. Information-Centric Networking and Its Use in IoT
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is a clean-slate Internet architecture, which is proposed to evolve the network from
host-centric to content-centric model where data are identified
and accessed by names. Named Data Networking (NDN) [?]
(or Content-Centric Network (CCN) [?]) is one of the popular ICN proposals. It uses human-readable, hierarchicallystructured Content Names as the identity in the network. NDN
provides a query/response communication pattern by using two
types of packets in the network: Interest (query) and Data
(response). It also introduced a new forwarding engine model
having three data structures — Forwarding Information Base
(FIB) which maintains the outgoing (inter)faces for each name
prefix; Pending Interest Table (PIT) which keeps the unsatisfied Interests and there incoming (inter)faces; and Content
Store working as an in-network cache. Data consumers issue
Interests with Content Names. The intermediate forwarding
engines forward the Interest towards Data provider by according to FIB. Bread crumbs are left on the path via PIT. On
receiving an Interest, a node that provides the requested Data
(either an intermediate caching router or a Data provider) can
reply the Interest. The Data packet travels through the reverse
path according to PIT and it consumes the entries in the PITs.

Work by Zhang et al. [?] defines several architectural
requirement for the IoT including global accessible name and
mobility, which indicates ICN has the potential to be used as
the underlying network for IoT since it integrates named-based
routing, compute, and caching/storage as part of the network.
To adapt to the resource-constraint devices, CCNLite [?] is
proposed as a lightweight implementation of NDN which
simplifies the original code base and data structure. In order
to support multi-source data retrieval, work in [?] proposes a
framework that multiple data producer can answer to the same
Interest packet. However, the similar to NDN, these solutions
only focus on data retrieval, and it is difficult for them to
achieve functions like event notification and multicast in IoT.
Moreover, NDN requires the Data packet to be transmitted
on the reverse path as the Interest, it causes difficulties in
IoT where links might be asymmetric. The need for PIT and
Content Store also puts burden on storage-constraint devices.
Work in [?] proposes a generic IoT middleware architecture
based on NDN and MobilityFirst to support basic IoT function
such as service discovery and naming service. These functions
can also be used in MF-IoT in the application layer and is
orthogonal to the design in this paper.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose MF-IoT, a generic network architecture that satisfies the requirements placed by the emerging
IoT systems, namely, global reach-ability, mobility, communication diversity, and resource efficiency. We achieve this goal
by creating a network-layer dialect (Local Unique IDentifier,
LUID) in a local IoT domain and adopt a gateway to efficently
translate between GUID’s that are used in the core network
and the corresponding LUID’s. The translation is transparent
to the applications so that MF-IoT can have efficient global
reach-ability and mobility support. With service-based GUID
assignment, we further enable seameless service migration,
service caching and the separation between application logic
and network functions. Our simulation results show that MFIoT can greatly improve the performance of IP-based and
NDN-based solutions.

